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1 One-Dimensional Modified 
Stockwell Transforms 
A signal is a function f in L刊股）. Itis a function of time, which we denote 
by the variable x in瞑.The usual time-representation of it is f (x) at time 
x. An eq叫 lyuseful representation is by means of its Fourier transform J,
which we define as 
00 
殿） = (21r)ー1/2J三 f(x)dx, ~E 罠．
-oo 
The value f (~) is usually called the frequency representation or the Fourier 
spectrum off at frequency r The disadvantage of the Fourier transform in 
signal analysis lies in the fact that in order to calculate the Fourier spectrum 
of a signal f at a single frequency~, information about the signal f at almost 
every single time x isneeded. One way to fix this is to introduce a window 
to concentrate on the duration of the signal for which we are interested in 
its spectrum. This is perhaps the pioneering idea due to Gabor [7] in signal 
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2analysis that we call time-frequency analysis in the modern era. To wit, let 
cp E£2(股）. Then we define the Gabor transform G』'.of a signal f with 
respect to the window cp by 
0 
(G』)(b,~)=(2司―1;2J e—ix~cp(x -b)f(x) dx, b, ~E 罠．
-o 
The quantity (G』)(b, ~) is the time-frequency content of the signal f at 
time b and frequency~by placing a window cp at time b. One point to note, 
however, is that the window cp in the Gabor transform has a fixed size. It 
is much better to have a window adaptive to the frequency in the sense 
that the window is narrow for durations with high frequencies and wide for 
durations with low frequencies. That this can be done can be attributed to 
the arrival of the wavelet era. 
Let cp EL刊股） be such that 
Jo虞）12必<00. 
-o l~I 
This condition on cp is known as the admissibility condition. If a function cp 
in L信） satisfies the admissbility condition, then it is known as a mother 
wavelet and can serve as a window for the wavelet transform that we are 
going to recall. Let cp E L隅） be a mother wavelet. Then we define the 
wavelet transform凡fof a signal f E L刊IR)by 
叩）（尺） = 1:f(x)~r.p (x: b)dx 
for al b E民 anda E股¥{O}. More details can be found in [4]. 
We can now introduce another time-frequency transform incorporating 
the principal features of the Gabor transform and the wavelet transform. 
Let r.p EL刈恥）nび（恥） be such that 
f00 r.p(x) dx = 1. 
-o 
Then the Stockwell transform Srpf of a signal f with respect to the window 
r.p is defined by 
0 
(S』)（パ） = (21r) ー 1/21~1J e―町(x)r.p(~(x -b) dx 
-o 
3for al b E 股 and~E 股\ {O}. The first paper featuring the Stockwell 
transform is [20]. 
Some colleagues in the field of time-frequency analysis often identify the 
Stockwell transform with the Morlet wavelet transform in [4]. Maybe it is 
due to the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1 For al f E L信），
(S』)(b, ~) = (2吋―1/2e―ib~-V旬（糾f)(b, 1/~), b E 艮， ~E 賊\ {O}, 
where 
心(x)= eixcp(x), x E匝．
Notwithstanding the formula relating the Stockwell transform to the 
Morlet wavelet transform, the misleading similarities and the subtle differ-
ences between the Stockwell transforms and the Morlet wavelet transforms 
are explained on page 6 of [1]. 
For one-dimensional Stockwell transforms, the analysis, the applications 
and the computations can be found in, respectively, [5, 9, 10, 11, 21], [6, 8, 
9, 10, 11, 19, 20, 22] and [1]. 
We can now introduce one-dimensional modified Stockwell transforms. 
Let cp EL尺股）nび（股） be such that 
1= cp(x) dx = 1. 
-CX) 
Then for O < s~oo, the modified Stockwell transform Ss,cpf of a signal f 
is defined by 
00 
(Ss,』）(b, ~) = (21r) ー1/21~11/sJ e-ix~f(x)畷(x-b))dx
-oo 
for al b E 恥 and~in 恥\ {O}. 
In applications to imaging, as s increases from 1 to oo, low frequencies 
are amplified and high frequencies diminished. To diminish low frequencies 
and amplify high frequencies, we look at O < s < 1 instead of 1~s~oo. 
Details with pictures can be found in [9, 1]. The main result on modified 
Stockwell transforms that we want to emphasize is the following inversion 
formula. 
4Theorem 1.2 Let cp E L1(罠） nL信） be such that 
f 00 cp(x) dx = 1 
-o 
and 
Joo 怜(~ ー 1)12 
-o l~I d~< oo. 
Then for al f and g inび（罠）， weget 
(f,g)L嘔） =i「f00 (Ss,』） (b,~)(Ss,rpg)(b,~) dbd~ 
-CX) -CX) 
1~11-(2/s')' 
where¼+~= 1 and 
c'P = Jo I~(~- 1) 12 d~. 
-o に1
The aim of this paper is to introduce multi-dimensional modified Stock-
well transforms and give inversion formulas for several classes of dilation 
matrix functions underpinning multi-dimensonal modified Stockwell trans-
forms. All results in this paper have been published and the only contribu-
tion here is to present them in one place with relevant references [15, 16, 17]. 
Proofs are omitted. 
2 Multi-Dimensional Modified 
Stockwell Transforms 
Let A E GL(n, 恥）. Then for O < sさ oo,the multi-dimensional dilation 
operator D□ isdefined by 
(Ds,A'P)(x) = ldetAI―1/scp(A―1x), XE町
Ifs= 2, then D2,A : び（町）→び（町） is a unitary operator. 
Let A: 町→ GL(n凪） be a mapping given by 
町ぅ＜曰 Ac;E GL(n, 匝）
5and let <p Eび（町） • Then for O < s :s;oo, we define the modified Stockwell 
transform Ss,A,r.pf of orders of a signal f Eび（町） by 
(Ss,A,r.pf)(b, ~) = (2吋―n/2ldetA,;I―1/s J f(x)e―ix・,;<p(叩 (x-b))dx 
IB:_n 
for al b and~E 町. The function <p is known as the window of the modified 
Stockwell transform Ss,A,r.p of orders. We have the following simple relation 
of the modified Stockwell transform of order s with the modified Stockwell 
transform of order 2. 
Propos1t10n 2.1 Let A: 町→ GL(n皇） be a mapping and let <p Eび（町）
be a window. Then for O < s :s;oo, 
(Ss,A,r.pf)(b, ~) = ldet A,;l(l/2)-(l/s) S2,A,r.p(b, ~), b, ~E 町，
for al f Eび（町）．
A useful formula for the computations of modified Stockwell transforms 
is given in the following theorem. 
p ropos1t10n 2.2 Let A : 記→ GL(疇） be a continuous mapping. Then 
for al windows f Eび（町），
(Ss,A,r.pf)(b, ~) = ldet Aiり1-(1/s)e―ib・勺f(Ae(b)
for al b, ~E 町， where f(Ae is the inverse Fourier transform of hAe and 
fi;,Aぷ）＝郎） <j;(A化（＜一~)), (E町
3 Moritoh Wavelet Transforms 
Let R: 町→ SO(n凪） • Then we define the M oritoh wavelet transform 
w占R-1,'PJof a signal finび（町） with respect to the window <p inび（町）
by 
(w占R-1,'PJ)(b,~) = l~ln/2 J f(x)cp(l~IR~(x -b))dx 
知
for al b E町 andall~E 町\{O}. In fact, 
(w占R-1,'PJ)(b, ~) = (1,T_bD2, 古ぃ）亨）， bE 町， ~E 町＼｛〇｝，
6where T_b is the translation operator onび（町） given by 
(T-bg)(x) = g(x -b), x E町，
for al g Eび（町） • The Moritoh wavelet transform can be found in [14]. 
The following theorem gives the connection between the modified Stock-
well transforms and the Moritoh wavelet transforms. 




R―1 <; • 
Let r.p Eび（町） • Then for O < s :;oo, 
(Ss,A,』)(b, ~) = ldet A,;l(l/2)-(1/sl(21r)ーn/2e―ib・,;(W A,M(Aiりt/)(b,~) 
for al b E IRn and all~E 旧籾\ {O}, where Mr,, for every T/ E罠叫 is the 
modulation operator onび（町） given by 
(Mr,g)(x) = eir,・xg(x), x E町，
for al g Eび（町）．
4 Constant Dilation Matrices 
The first inversion formula for modified Stockwell transforms is provided by 
constant dilation matrices. 
Theorem 4.1 Let A : 町→ GL(n皇） be a constant matrix. Let <p be a 
nonzero function inび（町） • Then for O < s :;oo, 
1 
(f, g)L和） = J 
|『Ii国）即
(Ss,A,<pf) (b, ~) (Ss,A,cp9) (b, ~) ldet Al (2/s)-ldb d~ 
for al f and g inび（町）．
Theorem 4.1 is in fact the inversion formula for multi-dimensional Gabor 
transforms. A proof of Theorem 4.1 requires only the Plancherel formula 
for the Fourier transform and Proposition 2.2. 
7?
Diagonal Matrix Dilations 
We first give a lemma on diagonal matrix dilations. 







Let r.p Eび（町） and 1 = (1, 1, .. , 1). Then 
J即怜(Ai((-~))121detA~I d~= 1町怜(r,-1)12 ldet ArJ I dr,. 
A proof of Lemma 5.1 can be obtained by putting 
rJ = Ai(( ー~)
and computing the Jacobian det (慶）．
We can now give the inversion formula for modified Stockwell transforms 
corresponding to diagonal matrix dilations. 







for all~E 町 with らヂ 0, j = 1, 2, .. , n.Let <p Eび（町） be such that 
cp = J lcp(TJ-1)12ldet Ar,I drJ < oo. 
即
Then for O < s :;oo, 
(f,g)正（即）＝上JJ (Ss,A,』）(b, ~) (Ss,A,cp9) (b, ~) dbd~ 
Ccp 町町
for al f and g inび（町）．
86 An Inversion Formula with 
Topological Obstruction 
We begin with another inversion formula, provide some examples and ilus-
trate the fact that the dimensions of the dilation matrices and hence the 
dimensions of the modified Stockwell transforms cannot be improved. 
Theorem 6.1 Let A: 艮n→ GL(疇） be a continuous mapping such that 
1 
-A―1 E SO(n, 賊）'~E 町\ {O}. l~I e 
Suppose that there exists a matrix PE O(n良） such that 
A喜 =PA喜， ~,(E 町．
Moreover, suppose that 
摩=l~lei, ~E 町，
where e1 = (1, 0, .. , 0)E町.Let cp Eび（町） be such that 
c'P = j怜(rJ-e1)l2虹<00. 
即 lrJln
Then for al f and g inび（町），
(f,g)い（即）=i恥nl恥n(Ss,A,』）(b, ~) (Ss,A,<pg) (b, ~) dbd~ l~ln((2/s)-1)· 
We give some examples. 
Example 6.2 The matrix-valued functions 
汀~[_: :l , s E町，
も 6 6 ~4 




6 知 6 t4 t5知 6 ふ









ふー ~5 -ふ ＆ーも も一~4 6 
-6 ふ ~5 -知一如 ふ も一む
ー＆ー＆知 ~5 -~4 -6 ら 6
' ~E 賊叫
are dilation matrices satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 6.1 when the 
dimension n isequal to, respectively, 2, 4 and 8. 
Can we find examples for dimensions other than 2, 4 and 8? The answer 
is no. This is due to the fact by Bott and Milnor [2] to the effect that if n E 
N¥ {1, 2, 4, 8}, then there are no continuous mappings A: sn-l→ GL(n, 民）
such that for every~E sn-l, A~~is parallet to~-
7 Tensors and Inversion Formulas 








F心 Fぷ... F;:n 
A (1,1)-tensor G of order n isan n x n matrix of the form 
G=[Gい'.','.i,j'.','.n・
The following lemma is due to Kalisa and Torresani [12]. 
10
Lemma 7.1 Let A: 罠n→ GL(n良） be such that we can find be a (1, 2)-
tensor F of order n and a (1, 1)-tensor G of order n such that 
(AV―l = [FJl + G}h<:: ど=(e,e, . ,c) E賊n,
in the Einstein notation, i.e., 
L~=lF認 L~=lF. 認 ~~=1~ 認









for all~= (砂ざ，．．．ぐ） E町.For al (E町， let灰：町→町 bedefined 
by 
峠）A訳ー~), ~E 町．
Then for al cp Eび（町），
J 怜(Ai((-~))l2ldetA~I d~= j 贔）1¥ _l_Lf~'. くゎ 、1,
配 叫即）
where (is a fixed but arbitrary element in町
The corresponding inversion formula is the following theorem. 
Theorem 7. 2 Suppose that A : 艮n→ GL(n晨） is given by 
(Ai)―1 = wば＋切l戸，j:S:n
(7.1) 
in the Einstein notation for all~= (e1, ~ 叫...,~n) in罠nwhere Fis a (1, 2)-




for al〈EIR叫where77(is defined as in (7.1). Let cp Eび（町） be such that 
c'P = J 怜(~)12 d~ ヽ——囀~'' < 00. 
)Rn 
Then for O < s :;oo, 
1 
(f, g)L2(JRn) = -J J (Ss,A,』）(b, ~)(Ss,A,cp9)(b, ~) dbd~ 
Ccp JRn即
for al f and g inび（町）．
8 Conclusions 
Inversion formulas for multi-dimensional modified Stockwell transforms un-
der appropriate admissibility conditions are the main results in this paper. 
Are there other inversion formulas for multi-dimensional Stockwell trans-
forms as defined in this paper or in some other ways? 
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